
 2020 Library Visit Interview Form 

Library Name:  Wyocena Public Library 

 

Certification Grade:  3 

 

Date of visit:  10-13-2020 

 

Library staff present at the visit:  Tracie Miller 

 

SCLS staff present:  Andrew Hoks 

 

Amount of time spent at visit:  40 minutes 

 

[Please limit this section to the answers to the specific questions, and include as much detail as 

possible. Report other information or observations in the “other information” section below. 

 

1. What has your library done since our last visit that you’re really excited about? 

 

The library was awarded several grants totaling $18,000. 

 

$3,000 is coming from Believe in Reading.  Their mission is to promote childhood literacy.  The money 

is being used towards children’s non-fiction and picture books.  Wyocena is eligible to apply for the 

grant for a total of three years @ $3,000 each year.  

 

$5,000 was awarded by Wisconsin Humanities.  This grant was especially important to the library 

because the money was used towards operating costs.  Without it, the library may not have been 

able to open in June.  The grant helped fund PPE for the pandemic, a sanitizer station, three months 

of wages and utilities. 

 

$10,000 was awarded by the LENZ Trust.  LENZ Trust grants are aimed towards aiding children and 

seniors.  The grant was used to update the aging large print collection.  Most of the large print 

collection was copyrighted year 2000 or earlier. 

 

a. Are there any memorable moments that stand out 

 

It is hard to come up with a single moment, but the resilience shown by the library staff and 

residents during the pandemic ensured the library could still operate in some fashion. 

 

b. Was there a program or service that your community responded to (positively or 

negatively)? 

 

Tracie is a big advocate for in-person programming.  In her first year as the Director, the 

library conducted 66 programs.  COVID-19 has reduced programming mostly to “pick up 



supplies” and take them home events.  They have done Christmas ornaments, diamond 

painting and decorative candles so far this year. 

 

The Summer Reading Program had 7 students sign up.  Three of them were very dedicated 

and came in to pick up their packets every week.  There were many neat projects like 

making Anansi the Spider Puppets. 

 

Tracie found virtual programming to be difficult because you can’t really be there to assist 

with questions/issues the patrons are having the same as you could in person.  There is 

also the concern that patrons don’t have the necessary supplies, like glue at home to 

complete a project. 

 

2. What did you learn about yourself, your staff, and your community during the COVID-19 Pandemic? 

 

The library has shown a lot of resilience this year despite the constant budget concerns plus dealing with 

COVID-19.  When the pandemic hit there were many unknowns.  Tracie spent a weekend determining the 

best course of action for the library.  She decided to stop in-person programming.  

 

The residents of Wyocena stepped up and realized if they wanted any kind of library services available, 

they would need to follow the rules.  There are already two staff at the library that cannot work due to the 

risk of contracting COVID, so they cannot afford lose other staff and stay open.  Having access to books and 

computers is important to the residents, so they are happy to follow the rules the library has put into 

place. 

 

Wyocena is a small village.  The staff knows all the patrons.  It’s hard to say no when someone asks for a 

quick favor, like being let inside to make a photocopy.  Everyone knows the days that Tracie is on the 

schedule and that she’d open the doors early before the pandemic. 

 

 

a. What lessons learned will guide you going forward? 

 

Tracie had three months of programming lined up and promoted online before the pandemic hit.  

The Census is very important to Tracie because she wants the village to be represented 

accurately.  She planned exciting Census Day events that had to be cancelled.  It was a tough 

situation to deal with, but once she got to the mindset that she had no control over the situation, 

it was easier to deal with the day-to-day business. 

 

3. Is there anything else you’d like to share or discuss? 

 

There was an outbreak of COVID-19 in neighboring Pardeeville.  The library is currently conducting 

curbside service only until at least the end of October.  Tracie is making sure that the Libraries Bounce Back 

page has accurate information. 

 

Tracie has some concerns about finding desktop space for the new RFID reader from the CARES Act Grant. 

 

Tracie is grateful for all the help that comes from SCLS.  It would be difficult to do all of this on her own. 

 

The library went into 2020 with a budget deficit.  The grants helped this year.  Unfortunately, there will be 

an even larger deficit going into 2021.  Tracie will have a conversation with Mark Ibach to talk about 

different possibilities for how the library will look going into the future. 

 



 

Other information gathered at the visit (interesting tidbits, general impressions of the library, or 

alternative topics): 

 


